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ABSTRACT
From the RAE-able to the REF-able?  
A Note on Formative Reactivity in National Research Quality Assessment

SATO Ikuya*, ENDO Takhiro**

ABSTRACT

Reactivity to university evaluations is often considered in negative terms, as a bias-generating factor that hinder accurate measurement. Generic terms that are applied to reactive responses—for example, game-playing, gamesmanship, and creative story-telling—also convey negative images. Closer examination of the assessment literature, however, suggests that higher education institutions’ adaptive and strategic responses to institutional assessment may occasionally bring about positive consequences. The UK’s Research Assessment Exercise provides an interesting case study of reactive responses to assessment and their consequences. On the basis of a literature survey and interview-based fieldwork conducted in the UK, this research note presents a heuristic conceptual framework for analyzing various types of reactivity to assessment. The conceptual framework consists of three sensitizing concepts—unintended consequences, formative reactivity, and the evolutionary trajectories of policy intentions.
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1. Introduction

It may seem trite to say that the very act of assessing someone often transforms the behaviors of those being assessed, thereby affecting the assessment results. Generally known as “reactivity” in social measurement (Webb et al., 1981; Weiss, 1998, p.149; Singleton and Straits, 2010, pp.132-133, 214-220), this tendency is often considered in negative terms, as a bias-generating factor that is obstructive to “correct” or “accurate” measurement. In the literature on university evaluation as well, reactive or adaptive reactions by higher education institutions (HEIs) and their academics are in many cases regarded as nuisances that hamper the precise assessment of research and education at these institutions. Generic terms that are applied to such reactive responses—for example, game-playing, gamesmanship, and creative story-telling (or sakubun in Japanese)—also convey negative images. These terms usually refer to obviously deceptive or marginally dubious behaviors that are intended to “look good rather than do better” (Guena and Martin, 2003, p.297).

It has also been pointed out that reactive behaviors of HEIs and their academic staff not only tended to distort the assessment results but also resulted in a number of consequences that were unforeseen and/or unintended by policymakers (see for example,
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1 Bahram Bekhradnia, a former director of research at HEFCE (Higher Education Funding Council of England), was recently quoted as saying that “The ideal RAE would be one where people wake up and find they got a score but don’t know how they got it” (Jump, 2013a). See also HEFCE (1997, para.36).
Power, 1997; Strathern, 2000; Elton, 2000; Guen, 2001; Lucas, 2006; McNay, 2009). At the most extreme level, such unanticipated ramifications resulted in means-ends inversion or goal displacement, which ultimately led to reverse effects, i.e., consequences that were diametrically opposite to the original policy intentions.

For example, Kitahara and Hirotu (2012) recently made the following observation in relation to consequences of the growing emphasis on university evaluation in Japanese higher education:

[It frequently happens that achieving a high grade in the assessment becomes the primary objective of everyday activities at universities, and almost every aspect of university life is geared to the evaluative scores. It is mistaking the means for the end, in the sense that the system and technicalities of assessment end up in defining the very goal of education and research, and even the raison d’être of the university (Kitahara and Hirotu, 2012, p.26).]

The UK’s Research Assessment Exercise (RAE) provides an extremely interesting case study of reactive responses to assessment and their consequences, including goal displacement and reverse effects. As we will show shortly, while the RAE has often been hailed as an exemplary model of nation-wide research assessment, it was also found during the audit process to have been fraught with various types of reactive behaviors by HEIs. In fact, the RAE literature, particularly those materials written by its critics, abounds with descriptions and analysis of HEIs’ reactive responses to research quality assessments and the consequent negative effects on research and education.

It is noteworthy in this regard that the term “RAE-able” has been used in the UK’s academia to refer to the degree to which specific research outputs or academics could achieve the higher grades in national research assessments, and thereby to the financial and/or reputational returns of their respective HEIs. It must be obvious that many of the HEIs’ game-playing activities were carried out mainly in order to improve the “RAE-ability” of research outputs, academics, and institutions.

It should be noted at this juncture, however, that HEIs’ attempts to improve RAE-ability included not only game-playing activities leading to negative consequences. As will be shown later, HEIs’ RAE-ability strategies sometimes also appear to have yielded a number of positive consequences either as their intended results or “by-products”: these include a clearer focus on research and more structured research strategies at each HEI. It is quite instructive, then, to delve into positive as well as negative ramifications of HEIs’ reactive behaviors aimed at improving RAE-ability.

The UK’s experiences will provide important lessons for Japanese policymakers (and those who are in charge of implementing university evaluations) in view of the fact that the development of new “objective evaluative criteria” for the institutional assessment of national universities is one of the most pressing issues in the ongoing university reforms of Japanese national universities. “Selectivity and concentration (sentaku to shuchu)” constitutes one of the guiding principles of the reform plans, which were first publicized in 2012 (MEXT, 2012). The newly

---

2 “Goal displacement” is used here in a more extended sense than Merton’s original formulation. When this idea was first proposed by Merton (1940), “displacement of goals” referred mainly to the conversion of instrumental values into terminal values induced by bureaucrats’ ritualistic adherence to formulaic procedural rules. In later usage, this term was used more extensively to refer to the process through which an organization’s formal goals were transformed or even subverted. See Perrow (1961; 1986, p.263) and Scott (1967).

3 While there are only occasional references to either “RAE-able” or its kindred terms (e.g., RAE publications, RAE effective) in the RAE literature (see for example, Bence and Oppenheim, 2004, p.61; McNay, 2007, p.207; Lucas, 2006, p.151), we could confirm, through interviews with British academics, that both “RAE-able” and “REF-able” have been used frequently in the UK’s HEIs. For seminal discussions on the more general or sweeping tendency of “auditability,” see Power (1994, 1997). See also Power (2007).
created evaluative criteria are supposed to be used for the differential allocation of public funds to national universities. If reactivity of some sort is inevitable in any social measurement, those who construct new evaluative criteria should at least anticipate reactive responses to the evaluation and their various ramifications.

The authors of this research note have been conducting literature survey and interview-based field research on the RAE and its successor, i.e., the REF (Research Excellence Framework) in the UK. This paper provides an interim report of the research primarily on the basis of the literature survey, and presents a heuristic conceptual framework for making sense of different types of assessment reactivity and their consequences. (Results of the interview research will be presented elsewhere.) Drawing on the sociological literature, the proposed analytical framework consists of the following three sensitizing concepts—unintended consequences of social action, formative reactivity, and the evolutionary trajectories of policy intentions.

2. The RAE and “RAE-ability”

2.1 Basic Features of the RAE

The UK’s Research Assessment Exercise (RAE) is arguably the best known national research assessment system in the world, and many of its ideas have been borrowed and emulated worldwide. The UK’s first nation-wide research assessment, initiated in 1986, was called “Research Selectively Exercise.” It was renamed the Research Assessment Exercise during the last phase of the second exercise conducted in 1989. Since then, the RAE was carried out four times (1992, 1996, 2001, 2008) and has been replaced by the Research Excellence Framework, which is due in 2014.

While detailed technicalities of the research performance assessment have changed from RAE to RAE, the stated aim of the RAE has remained almost the same: to assess the research performance and capabilities of departments (or “unit of assessment [UoA]”) of the UK’s HEIs. Since the third assessment exercise in 1992, each department was required to submit a dossier consisting of its “research active” staff members’ research outputs and other documents substantiating the department’s research performance and infrastructure (e.g., research environment, research funding, and number of students). Each research active member was asked to specify up to four outputs that s/he produced during the assessment period. The research outputs and other information were assessed by panel members of the relevant subject areas.

The assessment outcomes were used by four government funding bodies—HEFCE (Higher Education Funding Council for England), SFC (Scottish Funding Council), HEFCW (Higher Education Funding Council for Wales), and DELNI (Department for Employment and Learning, Northern Ireland)—to

---

4 So far, we have conducted formal interviews with more than ten informants. They include one current and one former HEFCE director as well as nine academic staff members of UK’s HEIs. Countless informal conversations with UK’s academics also have provided us with important contextual information that is helpful in understanding the impacts of the RAE and REF on UK universities and their academics.

5 What sociologists call sensitizing concepts refer to the conceptual ideas that give “a general sense of reference and guidance in approaching empirical instances” (Blumer, 1954, p.7). They are usually contradistinguished from “definitive concepts,” which, as in the case of operationalized concepts, tend to restrict analytical perspectives by delimiting the connotative and denotative range of concepts (Blumer, 1979; Becker, 1998, Ch.4; Sato, 2006, pp.94-99).


7 Japanese sources that include references to the RAE and REF include Iwata and Tokuda (2002), Iwata (2005), Yokoyama (2006), Hada (2005, 2010), and Hayashi (2009).

8 While the title of the Funding Council’s report on the second exercise was Report on the 1989 Research Assessment Exercise (UFC, 1989), all the documents included in the report as annexes (e.g., circular letters, questionnaires, submission forms) included the term “Research Selectivity Exercise” in their titles.
determine the amount of funds they would allocate to their respective HEIs as the “quality-related” component of their block grants. This quality-related or “QR” research fund forms one leg of the UK’s public research funding system called the “dual support system.” The other leg is constituted of the research funds supplied by Research Councils and other government agencies and departments (HEFCE, n.d.).

Panel assessments of each department were expressed in terms of an aggregate score in a five- or seven-point scale from the RAE 1989 to RAE 2001. In the RAE 2008, the aggregated discrete scores were replaced by a “quality profile,” showing the ratio of each department’s research activities falling into five quality levels, ranging from 4* to “unclassified.” The research activities graded as 4* were supposed to have attained the level of “world-leading in terms of originality, significance and rigour.” On the other hand, an unclassified activity was one that “falls below the standard of nationally recognized work. Or work which does not meet the published definition of research” (RAE 2008, n.d.). The same five quality levels were supposed to be employed in the REF 2014.

2.2 RAE-ability: Financial and Reputational Significance of the RAE

For most university departments and HEIs in the UK, significant financial and/or reputational resources were at stake in the assessment results, and to attain higher grades (or quality levels) in the RAE was one of their most serious concerns.

Table 1A through 1C show changes in the funding weighs applied to respective grades (or quality levels) of the RAES.

As can be seen from these tables, while weightings for the QR funding allocations were kept constant for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1A</th>
<th>Changes in Funding Weights following the RAE 1996</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RAE rating</td>
<td>Funding weights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5*</td>
<td>4.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Brown and Carroso (2013), pp.54-57

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1B</th>
<th>Changes in Funding Weights following the RAE 2001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RAE rating</td>
<td>Funding weights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5*</td>
<td>2.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Brown and Carroso (2013), pp.54-57

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1C</th>
<th>Changes in Funding Weights following the RAE 2008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RAE rating</td>
<td>Funding weights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009/10</td>
<td>2010/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4*</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3*</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2*</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1*</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclassified</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Brown and Carroso (2013, pp.54-57), HEFCE (2013)

five years following the RAE 1996, a steeper gradient was applied after the RAE 2001. Along with this, funding was significantly reduced or entirely removed from departments or activities assessed with
lower grades. After 2012/13, only those activities graded at the top two quality levels were entitled to receive QR funds.\textsuperscript{10}

The significance of the RAE results is not limited to the financial returns accruing from higher grades. For a substantial number of departments and HEIs, symbolic rewards gained from higher RAE results often far outweighed the financial benefits of QR funding. In fact, since numerical grading system was adopted in the RAE 1989, various news media including the quality press published university research league tables every time the RAE results were made public (Shattock, 1994, p.69). We can also find references to the rankings produced in UK’s HEIs league tables in brochures and websites.

It is widely believed that that the prestige or reputational capital accruing from being assigned higher grades in the RAE, and consequent league table ranking, has been transformed into economic capital by means of being awarded increased external funds (Henkel, 1999, pp.110-111; Curran, 2000, p.391). Higher grades and rankings have also been instrumental in attracting international as well as distinguished UK/EU students (cf. Lucas, 2006). On the other hand, it has sometimes happened that those departments that fared poorly in the RAEs were closed or merged with other departments (McNay, 1997, para.2.9; HM Treasury, 2003, pp.88, 92).

In this way, the national research quality assessment that had been coupled with consequent selective research funding worked as an important restructuring device for the UK’s higher education system (Shattock, 2009, p.19). It is no wonder that the UK’s HEIs sometimes resorted to behaviors that were explicitly aimed at improving their RAE-ability, including game-playing. Such self-interested behaviors at each HEI, collectively, have sometimes led to unanticipated and certainly unintended consequenc-es for the scientific community and the country as a whole.

3. Assessment of the Assessment

3.1 Major Criticisms of the RAE

Almost since its inception, the RAE (and its prede-
cessor the Research Selectivity Exercise) has been subject to intense criticisms—not only from the “losers” but also from the “winners” who performed relatively well in the research assessment—and these criticisms were publicized by the news media.

One of the major criticisms raised against the RAE was the possibility that it tended to stabilize the existing hierarchy among the UK’s HEIs. This criticism was closely related to the retrospective nature of the RAE’s assessment process. Since the RAE focused on research performance during the assessment period, the so-called “Matthew Effect” (Merton, 1968; Guena, 2001, pp.624-625) became almost inevitable since the resources to be allocated were limited. In fact, those HEIs that have proven their capacity to deliver high quality performances in the past might continue to enjoy a relatively greater share of research funding under the RAE.

The RAE assessment process was also criticized for its undue emphasis on basic sciences, at the expense of applied research (McNay, 1997, pp.97-98, 2003, p.52; House of Commons, 2002, EV119; 2004, EV53, para.27, 28; Roberts, 2003 Annex D para.21; HM Treasury, 2003, p.84). This possible bias against applied research was explained partly in terms of its panel members, the majority of whom were academics. The relative ease of measuring research performance by means of purely academic benchmarks (e. g., publications in leading journals) was mentioned as another important source of bias in favor of the basic sciences. For similar reasons, the RAE was said to have discouraged interdisciplinary research, which may fare relatively poorly in established publication venues.

Considerable administrative burdens on HEIs and the heavy workload of senior academics who assumed the roles of panel members or assessors were mentioned as another major drawback of the RAE process. While a panel-based peer review, if properly done, could produce reliable and comparable assessment results, it is also a highly labor-intensive and costly exercise. In the case of the RAE 2008, more than 1,000 panel members assessed the over 210,000 research outputs of some 52,400 researchers re-
turned by 2,344 departments (or UoAs) (RAE 2008, 2009a). Many universities also expended substantial amounts of resources for various measures specifically directed at the RAE—for example, mock RAEs, the appointments or employment of RAЕ officers, and outsourcing certain jobs to consulting firms. The estimated total cost of RAE 2008 was approximately 47 million pounds (PA Consulting Group, 2008, p.4).11

Undue emphasis on research at the expense of teaching at HEIs has been also attributed to the RAE. If material and symbolic rewards for academics are heavily skewed toward research, many of them may put more emphasis on research than on teaching and other services to students, including pastoral care for undergraduate students. The differentiation in teaching load, including the establishment of teaching- or research-only positions, may also be detrimental to the educational function of the university as a whole.12

3.2 Reverse Effects and Sub-optimization

It should be noted at this point that many of the purportedly negative consequences of the RAE and selective research funding policy must have been originally unforeseen by policymakers.13 In fact, various ramifications of the RAE, especially negative ones, are often characterized as “unintended consequences” (see for example, Elton, 2000; Guena, 2001; UUK 2003, pp.5, 8; Thompson, 2005, pp.281-282; Lucas, 2006, pp.3, 80; McNay, 2009, p.35). We should also note the well-known fact that virtually any public policy brings about not only expected favorable results but also some sort of unexpected negative consequences. If we use “unintended consequences” merely as a general descriptive term, then, there will be little analytical gain. On the other hand, if we could delve into specific unforeseen consequences and clarify their backgrounds, we might be able to acquire substantial analytical insights (cf. Sieber, 1981, Ch.2).

Among various unforeseen consequences of the RAE, two reputedly negative outcomes merit special attention, since they assume the character of reverse effects or perversive effects, that is, consequences that are in diametrical opposition to the original policy intentions.14

One possible reverse effect of the RAE and selective research funding is its potentially negative impact on applied research. As has been previously discussed, the RAE has been criticized for its overemphasis on basic sciences at the expense of applied or practitioner-oriented research. It has often been pointed out that the Research Selectivity Exercise was initiated in the late 1980s under the Conservative government led by Margaret Thatcher, in order to make university research more socially useful, and thereby make government expenditures for research publicly accountable. If the exercise actually resulted in the neglect of applied research, we might say that the value for money (VFM) principle has been reversed (McNay, 2009, p.48).

Critics have also argued that the national research assessment have sometimes (though not always) had had detrimental effects on academic research in the UK. According to them, while one of the officially proclaimed policy goals of the RAE was the assurance of research quality, it has sometimes ironically led to a decline in the quality of research in some academic disciplines. In many cases, critics have mentioned the undue emphasis on publishability as the chief immediate cause of the reverse effect. They argued that the pressure to produce a certain number of publications within a fixed period of time have yielded a tendency to aim at instantly publishable research

---

12 Other criticisms of the RAE include the following: increasing managerialism in the university, the loss of academic freedom, and the loss of a collegial and co-operative culture among academics.
13 In some sense, the stabilization of the established hierarchy among HEIs may have been an exception in this regard. See Swinnerton-Dyer (1991).
14 See the fifth section of this paper about the precaution we need to take in talking about policy “intentions.”
topics and avoid risky topics and/or approaches. They have also pointed out that such tendencies may eventually lead to the homogenization of research outputs. (The next section of this research note will take up this issue of publishability in detail.)

It should be noted here that these two crucial reverse effects, namely the negative impact on applied research and the homogenization of research, were closely related to the HEIs’ efforts to improve the RAE-ability of their academic staff members’ research outputs. In other words, reactive responses to the assessment appear to be at the root of the reputedly perverse effects of the national research assessment and selective research funding.

It should be self-evident that the HEIs’ quest for better RAE-ability was essentially based on self-interest. If the self-seeking behaviors eventually led to detrimental consequences at the national level, this could be regarded as a typical case of sub-optimization (cf. Bekhradnia, 2004, para.22-28). In other words, in such a case, there is an apparent contradiction or mismatch between what is good for each HEI and what is good for society as a whole. Any analysis of the negative consequences arising from reactive responses to university evaluations will have to take account of this possibility.

4. The Case of “RAE-able Publishability”

4.1 Centrality of Research Publication

While both the neglect of applied research and undue emphasis on publishability merit serious attention, this research note focuses on the latter issue because the problems inherent in RAE-able publishability appear to clearly illustrate ways in which each HEI’s quest for maximum RAE-ability has led to suboptimal results for society as a whole. In fact, tactics concerning the publishability of research stand out between various RAE-ability strategies adopted by UK’s HEIs.

This preoccupation with publishability can be explained mainly in terms of the presumed centrality of research publications in the assessment results. While relative weights given to various evaluative elements remained obscure for a long time (Goldfinch and Yamamoto, 2012, p.137), it was generally believed that research outputs (in most case, research publications) was the predominant factor influencing the panels’ grading decisions. This belief was partly confirmed when the relative weightings were made explicit in the RAE 2008. While panels had been instructed to allocate at least 50 percent of the weighting assessment to research outputs, most panels and sub-panels assigned more than 70 percent to research outputs.16

In view of the centrality of the research outputs to the assessment process, it is no wonder that HEIs and their departments made every effort to enhance the publishability of their academics’ research activities. In fact, much of the so-called “game-playing” or “gamesmanship” related to the RAE centered around the publishability of research: just as an individual researcher without a strong-enough list of publications tended to disappear from the academic scene and might eventually “perish,” a HEI without a strong portfolio of publications might perish as a “research-active” institution. Similarly, a department without a strong list of publications might lose its independent status by being merged with another department.

In this way, the RAE is sometimes said to be responsible for introducing a “publish or perish” culture and mentality into the UK’s academia (Bekhradnia, 2009, para.8).

4.2 Publishable but Perishable? Publication Explosion and Premature Publications

4.2.1 Excessive Publications

The publishability strategies adopted by HEIs included not only legitimate strategies but also semi-legitimate and obviously deceptive ones.

---

15 While Bekhradnia (2004) refer mainly to the sub-optimizing effects of HEIs’ adaptive behaviors on teaching, similar things can be said of the effects on research.

16 See Research Fortnight (2005) for details of the specific weights given by each panel.
One of the most deceptive publishability strategies was the deliberate misreporting found in the RAE 1989. According to a report by the Universities Funding Council [UFC], the types of misreporting included the following: (1) altering the date of publication to bring a publication within the review period, (2) claiming authorship of edited books, (3) claiming sole authorship of co-authored publications, and (4) the inclusion of publications representing research undertaken in another HEI (UFC, 1989, para.24; see also Bence and Oppenheim, 2005, p.145).

The author of the report pointed out that the UFC (and its predecessor the UGC [University Grants Committee]) was probably naïve enough to assume that such dubious practices would not occur. In other words, for the Funding Council, such a deceptive response was one of the reactive responses that had not been anticipated. A similar thing can be said of the HEIs’ (mis) interpretation of the publication list or publication count submitted by each unit as a requirement of the RAEs 1989 and 1992. Many HEIs interpreted this as a message confirming the high importance that had been assigned to the quantity of research conducted. This misconception resulted in the “publication explosion,” or phenomenal increase in the quantity of publications (HEFCE, 1997, para.30; McNay, 2011, p.52), or “premature and excessive publication” (Richards, 2001; Jump, 2013). Publication count was dropped from the required information to be submitted to the assessment panels effective with the fourth exercise in 1996. Nonetheless, it has been pointed out that both HEIs and academics tended to regard the specification of “up to” four research outputs not as the upper limit, but as a production quota of “at least” four publications (Talib, 2000, p.42; Richards, 2000; Piercy, 2000; UNIVERSITAS, 2001, p.42). A number of critics have also suggested the possibility that the RAE led to the proliferation of academic journals, many of which were in-house journals (Talib, 2000, pp.44-45; Elton 2000, p.276; Piercy, 2000, p.29; Bessant et al., 2003, p.65; Macdonald and Kam, 2007, pp.648-649). It is quite plausible that even if publication counts were no longer required in the RAE submission, newly established journals endure and continue to be a major factor leading to the publication explosion.

4.2.2 Premature Publications

It should be apparent that an increased quantity of publications does not necessarily mean an improvement in the quality of these publications. Critics have pointed out that the excessive number of publications has led to an overall decline in the quality of research publications—most evident in the case of premature publications (McNay, 1997, para.4.47, 5.21; Henkel, 1999, p.119; Mynott, 1999, pp.129-130; Walford, 2000; Bence and Oppenheim, 2004). It has been reported that authors of academic papers have tended to decline editors’ requests to revise their manuscripts, in order to meet their publication quota within an assessment period. This tendency was especially prominent in the run-up to the submission deadline for the RAE. Some critics also reported that a flood of book manuscripts and publication proposals clogged the pipelines of British and American publishers around the RAE’s deadline (Myott, 1999; Richards, 2000; Kimmonth, 2005, p.164).

The accelerated tendencies of salami publications were also attributed to the HEIs’ and their academics’ preoccupation with RAE-able publishability (Smith, 1998; Elton, 2000, p.276; Talib, 2000, p.45; see also Taylor, 2001). This practice consisted of publishing essentially the same content in different

---

17 See Shatock (1994) and Kogan and Hanney (2000) for accounts of history of the UK bodies responsible for the allocation of public funds to HEIs.
18 A number of reports have noted the cyclical publication pattern of UK researchers. See for example, UUK (2003, p.11) and Shatlock (2009, p.19).
19 Even if a considerable proportion of the new journals are essentially in-house journals published by specific universities, they provide researchers with outlets for “refereed articles.”
20 The director of a major American university press also commented on the problems caused by the flood of manuscripts from the UK in the run-up to the RAE deadline (personal interview, 2010).
papers. Some also attempted to increase the number of papers they published by slicing the same data set into small chunks, each of which was published as a separate paper.

Articles and books written in haste and without sufficient revisions, so as to meet a submission deadline, may have relatively short lifespans. They may also have little readership (Corner, 2009). The establishment of new specialist journals as well as the increased quantity of published outputs (Talib, 2000, p. 44-45; McNay, 2011, p.52; See also McNay, 2008) will further lead to the decrease in readership (Piercy, 2000; Bence and Oppenheim, 2005, p. 151; Goodman, 2013, p.48). In other words, such research outputs may certainly be publishable, but at the same time, they may be perishable as a medium of scholarly communication.

4.3 Sub-optimizing Publishability
4.3.1 Increasing Predominance of Journal Publications

In the case of certain academic disciplines, publishability strategies adopted by HEIs’ and their academics have led not only to an increase in the total quantity of research publications, but also to the transformation of other aspects of publications including preferred publication media and content. This tendency can be glimpsed from the increasing ratio of journal publications to all research outputs submitted to the RAE, as shown in Table 2.

As can be seen from this table, the proportionate share of journal articles relative to the total number of outputs jumped by approximately 8 percent from the RAE 1996 to the RAE 2001. It further increased and reached more than 75 percent in the RAE 2008. In other words, more than three out of every four research outputs submitted to the last RAE were journal articles. The increasing predominance of journal articles in the research outputs submitted to the RAE suggests that “RAE-able publishability” was increasingly defined in terms of journal publications.21 In order for an academic to earn the higher quality evaluation, it was not enough that s/he published it as a journal article. S/he had to publish it in a leading, peer-reviewed journal with a high impact factor, preferably in a US- or UK-based top-notch journal. Moreover, s/he had to publish such articles on a relatively regular basis, in order to meet the production quota of “four publications” within each assessment period. (Since not all manuscripts sent to journals are accepted, the academic will have to accumulate a backlog of some number of manuscripts, each of which is at a certain stage of the submission process leading to eventual publication or rejection.)

In this way, the requirements of “RAE-able publishability” have dictated almost every aspect of academics’ research behavior in certain disciplines. After all, their activities were supposed to evolve around the publication of research findings in the form of journal articles.22 This meant that other publi-

---

21 It is ironical, in this regard, that the Guidance on Submissions for the RAE contain the following clarification: “All types of research and all forms of research output shall be assessed on a fair and equal basis” (RAE 2008, 2005, para.12). Journal articles as preferred publication media for assessment can be partly explained in terms of their quantifiability and assumed comparability, both of which also lighten the workload of panel members and assessors.

22 There are apparently considerable variations among different academic disciplines. For example, in the case of the Business and Management subpanel, the proportionate share of journal articles in the total outputs documented in submissions to RAEs 1996, 2001 and 2008 was 69%, 80%, and 92% respectively (Bence and Oppenheim, 2004; Willmott, 2011; Mingers and Willmott, 2013). On the other hand, in the case of the History subpanel, journal articles accounted for just a little more than 35% of the outputs included in submissions to the RAE 2008, while books occupied as much as 24%. Book chapters also accounted for approximately 30% (RAE 2008, 2009, pp.5-6). Detailed analysis of these disciplinary variations will provide important information in understanding the process in which HEIs’ formative reactivity affects the quantity and quality of research.
cations such as monographs, chapters in edited books, textbooks and conference papers were not given much weight (Thompson, 2005, pp.280-285). Moreover, activities that were not closely linked with journal publication (e.g., collaboration with business firms, public lecture, editorship and reviewership) might have been slighted by academics themselves, or discouraged by their departments.

4.3.2 Homogenization of Research Publications

It has been pointed out that the imperative of RAE-able publishability has sometimes led to the homogenization of research regarding such matters as theoretical perspectives, methodologies and research topics (Whitley, 2007; Shatlock, 2009; UUK, 2009, p. 5; Lambert Review, 2003, p.84; McNay, 2011, p.53; Lee, Pham, and Gu, 2013).23 In other words, isomorphism in the publication form has resulted in isomorphism in the content of publications. In many cases, homogenization of the content of journal articles has been explained in terms of two factors: (1) the need for immediate publication, and (2) the concentration of manuscript submissions to a limited number of leading journals.

As already mentioned, the UK’s HEI-based (research-active) academics in general are expected to produce at least four publications within each assessment period. For a manuscript to be accepted, it is much safer to report predictable results that conform closely to existing beliefs. Conservatism was frequently cited as one of the serious problems of editorial peer review: editors and reviewers not only tend to have vested interests in established paradigms but are also likely to be constrained by the worldview of existing theoretical paradigms (ABRC, 1990, para. 4.47-4.51; Weller, 2001, pp.96-100, Ch. 7; Biagioli, 2002; Schatz, 2004, Ch.3; Waters 2004, Part II; Nightingale and Scott, 2007, p.547; Harley and Acord, 2011, pp.16-26). When this conservative tendency was combined with the pressure to produce a certain number of research outputs within a limited period, the likely result would have been the homogenization of research.

Critics also mentioned contributors’ tendencies to submit their manuscripts to a limited number of leading journals as another important factor leading to the homogenization of research publications. It was generally believed that to be RAE-able the researcher had to publish in leading journals with high-impact factors. While some mainstream quality journals cover broader research areas than specialist journals (Macdonald and Kam, 2007, p.648), academic journals generally have their own distinctive identities and editorial policies. It is no wonder that manuscripts conforming to the distinctive characteristics of mainstream journals would have a better chance of being accepted for publication.

On the other hand, contributors with manuscripts addressing a new field of research and including unorthodox theoretical and/or methodological ideas might find getting published in leading journals quite difficult. While they could eventually find their homes in newly created or specialist journals, those journals generally have a low impact factor, and are regarded as having less RAE-ability (Henkel, 1999, p.118). Departments, therefore, will not encourage submissions to journals with low impact factor scores.

In this way, the imperatives of RAE-ability were not only defined by the inferred importance of publishing manuscripts, but they also tended to determine what would be published, and eventually what subjects would be researched.

4.3.3 What is Good for the Scientist Is not always Good for Science

In some respects, HEIs’ and their academics’ pursuits of RAE-able publishability may have resulted in

---

23 Michael Rees, chairman of the British Medical Association’s medical academic staff committee, once stated that a decrease in the number of clinical investigations in the UK could be explained in terms of the impact factors of journals: papers reporting laboratory-based, rather than clinically based findings, and research tending to be published in journals with high impact factors (Brown, 2007, p.564). For similar changes in academic disciplines caused by universities’ management strategies, see Lucas (2006).
the improved “quality” of published research outputs in the eyes of journal reviewers and RAE panel members. Yet, it is another question whether the ideas and findings included in the outputs could contribute to the advancement of academic knowledge. Neither is it clear whether all or most of the RAE-able publications have wider social relevance.

In fact, it has been pointed out that the proliferation of in-house and specialist journals tends to delimit the readership of journal publications (Percy, 2000; Corner, 2009; Bence and Oppenheim, 2005, p.151; Goodman, 2013, p.48). Just as in the case of vanity publishing in Japan, in some cases would-be authors of journal publications far outnumbered potential readers of the articles. Many of the articles addressed very narrowly focused issues by means of esoteric theoretical frameworks and research methods. Such articles were often full of jargon that was almost unintelligible not only to lay readers but also to those who specialized in the same academic disciplines.

Armstrong (1982) once pointed out that undue emphasis on publishability sometimes lead to a disjunction between “what is good for the scientist and what is good for science” (Armstrong 1982, p.88). The arguments in this section suggest that in the case of the reactive responses to the RAE, they have sometimes led to a conflict between what is good for HEIs and their academics and what is good for science and society as a whole (Nightingale and Scott, 2007, p.547). In fact, HEIs’ and their academics’ behaviors, as driven by the imperatives of RAE-able publishability, appear to be a typical case of sub-optimization in which the pursuits of local interests result in the failure of these behaviors to benefit the system as a whole.

It should be noted, however, that undue emphasis on RAE-able publishability is only one of the HEIs’ responses to the RAE audit process. Reactive responses to the RAE may occasionally have brought about unanticipated positive consequences.

5. Heuristic Conceptual Framework and Issues of Future Research

5.1 Formative Reactivity

In an article titled “Becoming PBRF-able,” Middleton (2009) pointed out that “the impact of research assessment runs deeper than mere measurement of ‘what is already there’; such processes are productive, or formative.” PBRF is the acronym for the Performance Based Research Fund, the national research funding scheme in New Zealand. By “PBRF-able,” Middleton refers to the process in which activities and research outputs of academics in New Zealand tend to be molded into the patterns that are expected to attain favorable assessment results in that country’s funding scheme. In this sense, the PBRF not only measures research performance, but also forms and shapes to a considerable extent what is to be measured.

Similar observations can be made of the UK’s Research Assessment Exercise. The descriptions provided in preceding sections, albeit admittedly sketchy, should be sufficient to show that the RAE is not a neutral measurement device that faithfully gauges “what is already there.” The RAE audit process has often functioned as an important causal agent in forming and transforming research outputs in the UK, and so eventually the volume and quality of research activities.

The foregoing arguments suggest that the formative impacts of the RAE arose largely from HEIs’ reactive responses that have been aimed mainly at improving RAE-ability. This type of reactive response to research assessment may be called “formative reactivity.”

Formative reactivity is apparently distinct from what is generally known as measurement reactivity, a typical example of which is “game-playing” or “gamesmanship” in the RAE. Those who are involved in adopting game-playing behavior in the assessment process intend to conceal the true values (research performances) of what is being measured,
and try to “look good rather than do better” (Guena and Martin, 2003, p.297). On the other hand, HEIs and their departments showing formative reactivity may attempt to actually do better, namely, they may encourage academics to improve their research performances—at least as far as the RAE-ability or publishability of research is concerned.

It appears to us that the two types of assessment reactivity (i.e., measurement and formative reactivity) are not always clearly distinguished from each other in the RAE literature. Lumping various kinds of strategic responses to the RAE together, as “game-playing” or “gamesmanship,” will lead policymakers as well as critics to overlook the formative and transformative potential of research assessment. On the other hand, making an analytical distinction between the two types of reactivity will make it possible to appreciate the potentiality of the assessment process as an important change agent.

An important research issue, then, is to disentangle the two types of reactivity in the HEIs’ adaptive and strategic responses to the RAE. It is also important to delve into the process during which each type of reactive response leads to various types of positive and negative consequences for research and education.25 Undertaking this area of research will ultimately contribute to better understanding the significance of evaluation and “benchmarking” in higher education and research.

5.2 Unanticipated (but not Unintended) Positive Consequences

It should be obvious that formative reactivity to the RAE, in many cases, spans a longer period of time than measurement reactivity, and often has far greater impacts on HEIs’ organizational structures and processes. In fact, measurement reactivity, typified by the misreporting of publication information, takes place for a relatively short period of time, closely related to each assessment, and is not likely to have an impact on HEI’s core activities. On the other hand, formative reactivity may affect crucial aspects of HEIs for decades.

Increased emphasis on publishability is a typical example of formative reactivity to the RAE that could have long-lasting influences on the HEIs and their academics. It should be noted that while the HEIs’ adaptive responses aimed at sub-optimizing publishability tend to result in negative consequences, other strategic responses may bring about beneficial results both to HEIs and to society as a whole.

For example, it has been reported that the RAE has encouraged UK’s HEIs and their departments to adopt more structured approaches to research activities (McNay, 1997; Lucas, 2006; Thomas, 2007, p.43; PA Consulting Group, 2008, p.9). These approaches include such measures as meritocratic personnel policies, increased emphasis on graduate education, and the designation of internal research funds. Such measures may occasionally have led to excessive and premature publications. Yet, they must also have facilitated proper completion of research and lead to wider dissemination of research outcomes in the form of articles and books (Curran, 2000, pp.391-393; Guena and Martin, 2003, pp.295-300). These strategic research management policies must also have encouraged UK’s academics to have a clearer focus on research, and adopt an output-oriented stance toward their own and others’ research activities.

In this way, HEIs’ strategic responses aimed at improved RAE-ability may have been, to a certain extent, instrumental in improving the quantity and quality of university research in the UK. It appears that the accounts of such possible positive consequences of the RAE are relatively few, as compared to the stories about its negative consequences, especially as far as media reports on the RAE are concerned. In fact, stories about such matters as the poaching of star researchers, the predicaments of academics who fared poorly in the research assessment (or mock as-

25 A strand of research on “audit society” (Power, 1994, 1997) and “audit culture” (Strathern, 2000) includes a number of important ideas and concepts for analyzing the differences between the two types of reactivity. For example, what Power (1997, pp.95-97) calls decoupling is mainly concerned with measurement reactivity, while what he calls colonization (Power, 1997, pp.97-98) is concerned with formative reactivity.
assessment), and scandalously deceptive game-playing activities by HEIs must have been far more newsworthy than stories about any positive consequences stemming from the national research quality assessment.\footnote{26} In learning from the UK’s experiences then, we need to identify the various consequences of the RAE carefully. We should also examine the causal linkages between those consequences and the strategic responses by HEIs in relation to the research assessment implementation processes.

It seems certain that many of the HEIs’ strategic responses had not been clearly envisaged by policymakers when they first contemplated the research assessment process. In fact, as previously pointed out, while the stated aim of the RAE remained almost the same, specific technicalities of the assessment process changed from RAE to RAE, and many of these changes were made in response to HEIs’ reactive responses, sometimes almost in the manner of a game of cat and mouse.

The improved quantity and quality of university research arising from HEIs’ reactive responses, then, could be characterized as unanticipated positive consequences of the RAE.\footnote{27} On the other hand, one could say that the RAE succeeded in attaining its intended effects, if the improvement of research quality or quality assurance had actually been included in the original policy goals of the national research assessment. In employing the idea of unintended consequences of social action to the analysis of the assessment reactivity, then, we should make a distinction between unanticipated and unintended consequences.

5.3 Evolutionary Trajectories of Policy Intentions

We should note, at this juncture, that it is not always easy to identify widely agreed-upon explicit goals or “intentions” in public policies. In fact, as students of unintended consequences have repeatedly pointed out, social action does not always involve clear-cut, explicit purposes (Merton, 1936, p.896; Sieber, 1981, p.12; Corwin, 1981, p.xv). Even in the case of public policy, for which an explicit and formal statement of purpose is assumed to be required, it is sometimes quite difficult to identify its original intention (Weiss, 1980; March, 2009). Policy intentions or policy goals are often left vague, “so as to afford leeway in action or to gain consensus among key participants and supporters” (Sieber, 1981, p.12). Moreover, stated, as well as unstated policy goals may change over the course of time through the process of trial-and-error, and due to environmental changes such as a shifting political climate and budget conditions.

The same can be said of the assumed policy goals of the RAE. The literature on research selectivity and national research assessment shows that these programs have complicated roots in policy discourses that are not easily disentangled (Swinnerton-Dyer, 1991; Shattock, 1994, pp.67-70; Kogan and Hanney, 2000, pp.96-108; McNay, 2009, pp.38-49; Adams and Gurney, 2010; Brown and Carasso, 2013, pp.43-46). Various organizations and people (e.g., politicians, government officials, executive members and officers of the funding bodies, members of learned societies) are involved in contemplating, making, implementing and evaluating the research assessment and funding policies. The literature also suggests that the goals of performance-based funding policies include at least some of the following at different points in time: a reasonable allocation of budget cut, effective use of limited research funds through increased differentiation among HEIs, quality assurance, and

\footnote{26} It is somehow ironic that the very news media that constructed a university league table on the basis of RAE results also frequently carried articles criticizing the purportedly negative consequences of the national research assessment, some of which were closely related to the league table’s impacts.

\footnote{27} It is crucial to distinguish between the effect of the RAE’s audit process and the effect of selective funding that was supposed to be informed by the assessment results. Some critics pointed out the possibility that the long-term improvements in research quality and management were caused mainly by managerial necessity and selective research funding rather than by adaptive or strategic responses to the evaluative process of the RAE (Thomas, 2007, p.46; McNay, 2009, p.45).
funding accountability. Environmental changes (e.g., regime changes, changing budget conditions, ministerial changes and changes of key officers) may also have impacted the shifting goals or shifting weights and priorities among various goals. It has been also pointed out that the RAE’s functions evolved over time (Roberts, 2003, para.71; PA Consulting Group, 2008, p.9).  

In considering the idea of unintended consequences in the analysis of the RAE, we should delve into the intricate details of the policy’s “intentions” by asking the following question: “Who intended what kinds of goals, at what point in time, and under what circumstances?” In other words, we need to examine the evolutionary trajectories of policy goals and intentions carefully. Such an analysis will be especially important in learning from the UK’s experience so as to achieve a closer alignment between policy goals and specific assessment procedures.

6. Concluding Remarks: From the RAE-ability to the REF-ability?

The UK’s experiences with national research assessment and selective research funding are instructive to other countries, including Japan, in that the UK’s HEIs and their academics are now undergoing a new evaluative exercise—Research Excellence Framework (REF). With the introduction this new evaluation, “REF-able” (pronounced [refabl]) has taken over “RAE-able,” and has become a commonly used word in the parlance of British academia. Addressing the issue of what has (and has not) changed in the transition from RAE-ability to REF-ability will provide important insights for understanding reactivity in university evaluation.

One of the most crucial changes from RAE-ability to REF-ability is concerned with the introduction of an evaluative element concerning the policy/practice impact of academic research, or simply the “impact element.” The introduction of the impact element into the REF was arguably the most drastic and most controversial changes in the history of national research assessment in the UK (Bekhradnia 2009, para. 15; Fernadez 2009; Shephered 2009; Pettigrew, 2011; Goldfinch and Yamamoto, 2012, p.160; Oancea, 2013; Nature, 2013; Owen, 2013). For the first time in the history of national research quality assessment in the UK, non-academic research impacts are to be graded in their own right as a separate element. Whereas practical impacts may have been taken into account by panels in their assessment of the overall quality of submitted research in previous RAES, in the REF 2014, the impact is supposed be assessed as a separate element being given as much as 20 percent weight: the other two weighted elements are research quality (65 percent) and peer esteem (15 percent).

As previously pointed out, undue emphasis on basic science at the expense of applied research has been one of the most significant criticisms raised against the RAE. The introduction of the impact element, therefore, could be regarded as an important move to redress this tendency. Paying proper attention to the practical relevance of academic research

---

28 According to Roberts (2003), the RAE was essentially a “quality assurance policy” and its original function was “driving up standards through reputational incentives.” On the other hand, the report of the PA Consulting Group (2008) argued that RAE 1992 was implemented to “grade research departments across the UK for the purpose of selective funding allocation.” Differences in these two interpretations appear to attest to some ambiguity in policy goals.

29 Both the REF itself and its impact element have complex roots in policy discourses (Oancea, 2013). When the idea of the REF was initially announced in the pre-Budget report of December 2006 (HM Treasury, 2006) without any consultation with the Education Department and the Funding Council (Brown and Carrosso, 2013, pp.53-54), the REF was supposed to be based on bibliometrics and was therefore a very different system from the RAE. Yet, through consultations and political negotiations, the REF eventually became a modified version of the RAE instead of its total replacement. As a result, the core features of the RAE, such as research assessment by peer panels and the assessment of subject areas rather than individual researchers, remained almost intact (Goldfinch and Yamamoto 2012, pp.157-163; Bekhradnia, 2009, para. 6).

30 We should note, however, that research that is eligible for impact assessment must be underpinned by “excellent” research outputs that can be graded 2* (internationally recognized) or above, in terms of academic quality. In other words, academic excellence and non-academic impact are not totally separate criteria.
may also serve as a corrective countermeasure to the earlier excessive emphasis on publishability, which has tended to delimit academics’ attention solely to academic audiences. In other words, the inclusion of impact elements in the assessment may work as an antidote to the sub-optimizing behaviors of HEIs: they may attempt to find a way to make what is good for science also good for society.

On the other hand, however, if the reactive responses of HEIs and departments to the impact assessment overstep a certain limit, the result may be another formative reactivity of a negative kind. For example, it may sometimes happen that the assessment of impacts ends up with an emphasis on immediate applicability that is readily assessable, or “REF-able.” In such a case, longer-term research relevance, which is not readily subject to assessment, may be overlooked or slighted. In other words, in such a case, what is good for the HEIs and society in the short term is not good for science and society in the long term.

A recent article in the *Times Higher Education* (Jump, 2013b) reported that a pro vice-chancellor of a university predicted that British universities will begin gathering impact case studies in real time so as to make future submissions easier. Similarly, a survey sent by a venture firm to department heads around the UK included a question asking if they were interested in “embedding impact measurement into everyday practice.”

Just as the exclusive focus on publishability tends to delimit the scope of research activities, excessive preoccupation with immediate applicability will narrow the research scope. Above all, such research practices will sterilize the fertile soil from which serendipitous ideas produce fruit. Anyone who is in charge of making research policy should not forget the fact that serendipity is nothing but the most important unanticipated consequences of the human undertaking that is called “research” or “science” (Merton, 1957; Merton and Barber, 2004).
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評価活動に対する大学側の反応 (reactivity) については、ともすればその否定的な側面、すなわち正確な測定と評価に対する阻害因としての側面がクローズアップされてきた。反応的な対応に対して適用されてきた用語（たとえば、ゲームプレイング、駆け引き、作文など）の多くもまた、ネガティブな意味合いが濃いものである。しかしながら、大学評価に関する文献を検討してみると、評価活動に対する高等教育機関の適応的ないし戦略的な対応がむしろポジティブな結果をもたらす場合もあったという可能性が浮かび上がってくる。これらの問題について考察していく上で、英国における研究評価事業（Research Assessment Exercise）の事例はきわめて興味深い知見を提供している。本稿は、英国で実施した文献サーベイとインタビュー調査にもとづいて、評価に対する大学の対応について分析する上での分析的枠組みを提示する。その分析フレームでは、次の 3 つの概念が軸となる——意図せざる結果、反応的変容、政策意図の変遷軌道。
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